
CATALOGUE WINTER 2023



NEW

Balloongers
/// 3 Key Hangers
Have you ever wondered where your keys drift off to when you’re at home? Fret no more with the 

floating Balloongers, a set of three warm-toned balloon key hangers that can be wall mounted 

with ease. Simply attach using a screw or a double-sided sticky pad, or just magnetize it to your 

fridge. Your keys and other accessories will always be at hand.

Size: 11 x 4 x 3.1 cm (Each Balloon)

PE425



NEW

Pelicup
/// Tea Bag Holder
Who wouldn’t want an adorable multi-functioning bird perching in their home? This cute little 

pelican has a long beak for holding your tea bag as it steeps, while the back pocket doubles up 

as a tea bag holder for before and after use. You can even house a cookie ready to dunk into your 

glass of warm tea. 

Design by Gil Cohen for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 5.8 x 11 x 3.2 cm

PE486

watch video

http://peleg-design.com/QR_codes/pelicupqr.php


NEW

Lilytub
/// Hair Catcher
Add a touch of greenery to your bathroom with the Lilytub hair catcher. Its unique lily pad design 

fits your bath using suction cups, and will catch hairs before they go down the drain to prevent the 

outlet from clogging up.

* Fits up to 10 cm diameter.

Size: 15 x 15 x 1 cm

PE420



NEW

Rugboard Mini
/// Multipurpose Kitchen Board
Take a ride on a magic carpet! 
Your kitchen will feel much cozier with this persian carpet glass board. You can 
use it as a cutting board, a platter or a trivet for hot pots and dishes. It’s sterile, 
heat-resistant and durable. 

Design by Ori Niv for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 28 x 19 x 0.7 cm

PE661

• Scratch proof • Tempered glass 
• Heat resistant 280oC / 536oF 
• Hygienic surface • Stain proof

Rugboard

               Rugboard Mini



BEST
SELLER

Rugboard
/// Multipurpose Kitchen Board
Take a ride on a magic carpet! 
Your kitchen will feel much cozier with this persian carpet glass board. You can 
use it as a cutting board, a platter or a trivet for hot pots and dishes. It’s sterile, 
heat-resistant and durable. 

Design by Ori Niv for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 36.5 x 24.5 x 0.7 cm

PE660

• Scratch proof • Tempered glass 
• Heat resistant 280oC / 536oF 
• Hygienic surface • Stain proof

Rugboard

               Rugboard Mini



NEW

Fries Clips
/// 12 Bag Clips in a Magnetic Box
It seems like the perfect chips are actually… clips!

These bag clips will seal your snacks and other foodstuffs once opened, keeping it fresh as new, 

and with the magnet on the back of their container, they are always handy and ready to use. 

Design by PELEG DESIGN, Concept by 3S Design and Innovation

Size: 11.5 x 8.5 x 4 cm (Clips length 10 cm)

PE415



NEW

Steaman 
/// Steam Releaser & Spoon Holder
Don’t you hate it when your pot boils over? This looks like a job for Steaman!

This super-strong cooking hero can do it all- lifting a lid, holding a spoon, and saving the world! 

Whether he is acting as a trusty spoon holder, or holding your pot open just enough to let the 

steam escape, Steaman is here to help!

Design by Gil Cohen for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 9 x 3.8 x 3.5 cm

PE405

watch video

http://peleg-design.com/QR_codes/steamanqr.php


NEW

Leafriend
/// Plant Propagation Buddy
Friends are there to support you, and Leafriends are there to support your plants!

These 3 little tree huggers are the perfect addition to any growing plant collection. 

Simply pop a Leafriend on the side of your plant pot or vase, and let him hold a 

plant cutting, a flower, or even a growing avocado stem.

Size: 6.6 x 3.5 x 2.3 cm (Each Figure)

PE410

watch video

http://peleg-design.com/QR_codes/leafriendqr.php


RecorDING
/// Bicycle Bell
Retro-loving cyclists - get ready to set a new record!

Want to jazz up your bike with a new accessory? RecorDING is the coolest bicycle bell around. 

With two adapters included, it can fit a variety of handlebars and makes the perfect gift for any 

bicycle lover, or record lover.

Size: 5.7 x 6.8 x 4.7 cm

PE515

NEW

watch video

http://peleg-design.com/QR_codes/recordingqr.php


NEW

Mrs. Sponge 
/// Sponge Holder
Have you ever seen a better-dressed sponge holder?

Mrs. Sponge is the sweet and hygienic way to store your sponge after use. 

Simply attach it with its strong suction cup to your kitchen tiles or inside the sink, 

or even in your shower, allowing the sponge to dry and helping to prevent bacteria.

Design by PELEG DESIGN, Concept by Freeman Reinhardt.

Size: 9.7 x 8.3 x 5 cm

PE901                                                                                               SPONGE INCLUDED   



Seed Field
/// Seed Sprouter
Planting your own seeds has never been easier, or cuter!

This seed sprouter allows you to create a tiny garden at home and experience the satisfaction that comes with growing 

your own food. You can plant all sorts of seeds in your seed field and watch them begin to sprout. Once they are ready, 

they’ll make the perfect addition to many healthy dishes and will have all the family happily munching their greens!

Size: 18.6 x 18.6 x 8.5 cm

PE535

watch video

http://peleg-design.com/QR_codes/seedfieldqr.php


Cattea
/// Tea Infuser
If you enjoy a loose leaf tea and are looking to add some warmth and coziness to your cuppa — 

well, now you can lean back, relax, and do just that…

This cute cat and yarn ball design combines a tea strainer and a saucer to prevent any drips from 

landing on your table, keeping things clean and tidy – something cats are known for! 

Design by Studio Scratch for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 8 x 5 x 4.8 cm

PE511

watch video

http://peleg-design.com/QR_codes/catteaqr.php


Dip Sea
/// Dipping Dish
Oil and vinegar may not mix, but they do make a delicious dressing!
Pour some balsamic vinegar, add olive oil, and then take a piece of fresh bread for a dip!

Size: 15.3 x 15.3 x 3 cm

PE494

watch video

• BPA free
• Dishwasher safe
• Also great for soy sauce

http://peleg-design.com/QR_codes/dipseaqr.php


Juicepair
/// Salad Servers & Lemon Juicer
When life gives you lemons, make a salad!
With this 2-in-1 Salad Servers and Lemon Juicer you can do all. 
Easily connect together when juicing to add a dash of citrus to your favorite meals,
or just split apart when tossing salad leaves. Bon Appétit!

Design by Dar Stern for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 29 x 6 x 6 cm

PE508

watch video

http://peleg-design.com/QR_codes/juicepairqr.php


Egguins
/// Cook, Store & Serve Egg Holder
Boil, serve and store eggs in the coolest way! This small colony of penguins 
will hold up to 6 eggs together in the arctic winter of your fridge or in the hot 
springs of your pot. The handle will always stay cool for pulling out safely from 
the boiling water and comfortable carrying to the table or fridge. 

Design by PELEG DESIGN, Concept by Maya Sarfati

Size: 14.7 x 12.1 x 12.6 cm

PE481

Eggbears
/// Cook, Store & Serve Egg Holder
Boil, serve and store eggs like a beast!
This multifunctional egg holder will bear the hot springs of your pot and the 
arctic winter of your fridge. The handle will always stay cool for pulling out 
safely from the boiling water and comfortable carrying to the table or fridge. 

Size: 14.5 x 11 x 13 cm

PE482

BEST
SELLER

watch video watch video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m72X23nYVzU&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/ScyK0Ancogs


YolkPig
/// Egg Separator
This little piggy is one gifted pig. While all the other 
pigs play in the mud, he prefers to stay in the kitchen, 
sticking his nose in a bowl of eggs, sucking up the yolks 
and separating them from the whites! Oink!

Size: 8.5 x 5.5 x 6 cm

PE802

YolkFish
/// Egg Separator
There are plenty of fish in the sea, but nothing like this 
sip-lip silicone phenomenon. YolkFish has a special 
talent- he knows how to split the yellow from the white.

Size: 4 x 10 x 6.5 cm

PE801

YolkFrog
/// Egg Separator
Kissing this frog won't turn it into a prince, but with 
just a squeeze, it will do wonders with eggs. It can 
easily separate the yolks from the whites – and that's 
no fairytale!

Size: 6.5 x 5 x 5 cm

PE803

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER

watch videowatch video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ib26-IwjA2M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRUDZhvpNzU


Arthur
/// Egg Cup
Behold the knights of the round egg! Bound to his 
chivalry code, Arthur will come to your service each 
morning as your egg in shining armor.

Size: 5.5 x 6 x 12.5 cm

PE777

Sumo Eggs
/// Egg Cups
On the left corner, a red sumo egg holder. On 
the right corner, a black sumo egg holder. This 
is all you need to have a great japanese style 
breakfast!

Size: 5.5 x 6 x 4 cm per unit

PE906

Daisy
/// Egg Separator
Oopsy daisy, another baking fail? Not anymore!
Just place this flower on top of a cup, crack an 
egg, and it will easily separate your eggs.

Design by Ori Niv for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 3 x Ø11 cm

PE647

watch video watch video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y79jbb0iw80
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNS0ugkJOVM


Open Closed

Oiladdin
/// Pourer & Stopper
This legendary oil lamp can grant you 
three wishes: easily poured olive oil, a 
clever seal to keep it fresh, and a magical 
look that adds charm to your bottle! 

Size: 9 x 4.2 x 8.2 cm

PE840

BEST
SELLER

Gratiator
/// Cheese Grater
Grating cheese does not need to be a battle… But, it can be an 

adventure with this handy little sword!
Use it to grate your cheese easily, just as they did in Roman times. 
Probably…

Size: 20.5 x 7.6 x 1.4 cm

PE588



CatPeeler
/// Vegetable Peeler
This peeler is a real cool cat. It sits in the kitchen, purrs with delight and sticks 

out its tongue whenever you peel your vegetables.

Design by Ori Niv for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 13 x 7.5 x 3.5 cm

    PE886       PE887

BEST
SELLER

Curly Cat
/// Vegetable Curler
Cucumbers and zucchinis don’t stand a chance, 
Curly Cat is on the prowl. Twist one through Curly 
Cat's blades and watch the magic happen! 
You’ll be left with perfect veggie curls to decorate 
your plate or garnish your favorite drink.

Design by PELEG DESIGN, Concept by Barak Polivoda

Size: 6.8 x 2.5 x 6.8 cm

PE478



Babu
/// Toothpick Holder
What a spiritual experience! This meditating guru will sit 
calmly on his modest chair of toothpicks, keeping them 
handy and ready for use.

Design by Yaron Hirsch for PELEG DESIGN 

Size: 5 x 5 x 11.5 cm

PE845

Jonah
/// Toothpick Dispenser
Even the biggest mammal on the planet knows how 
to keep his teeth clean. There are tons of toothpicks 
waiting in the belly of the whale - just shake it and 
pick one!

Design by Studio Scratch for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 7.6 x 8.7 x 5 cm

PE613 

Major Pepper
/// Salt and Pepper Guard
Even the Queen needs her food to be spicy! This dutiful 
guard will not move an inch unless you take it apart: his 
hat is a pepper shaker and his body a salt shaker. 

Design by Ehud Morris for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 9.5 x 4 x 4 cm

PE550

BEST
SELLER



Zesty
/// Citrus Zester & Peeler
This chameleon just loves citrus. Using one side to zest fruits for cocktails or 

cooking, the other side will help you peel your fruits with ease. Now that’s the 
perfect pet. 

Design by Ohad Chiya for PELEG DESIGN 

Size: 6.2 x 3.7 x 1.8 cm

PE595

Sugar House
/// Sugar Bowl
Once upon a time, on a kitchen shelf far-far away, there was a special house, 

sweet as sugar. This dazzling sugar bowl will bring glitters of snowflakes to 
your tea, and make your coffee break much sweeter.

Size: 10.8 x 10.8 x 12 cm

PE970

watch video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-6KzWTEHpI


Lemoniere
/// Lemon Juicer
When life gives you lemons - make a salad! This lemon juicer will 
help you pour love and freshness into every dish, so you could watch 
it grow into a beautiful meal. If that's not enough, the lid can be 
flipped, helping you save storage space.

Design by Gil Cohen for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 17.5 x 12 x 8 cm

PE600

BEST
SELLER

Jumbo
/// Cutlery Drainer
Sometimes, a runny nose can be a big plus. Jumbo the elephant will 

be more than happy to drain all excess water from your wet cutlery 
straight into the sink.

Size: 14.5 x 10 x 11.5 cm

    PE831      PE832



Yogi
/// Sponge Holder
Yogi is a true Zen master. He will patiently wait for you by the sink to turn your 
dishwashing time into pure serenity.
He can be attached to your kitchen tiles or sink, just to remind you that true 
enlightenment can be found even in our daily tasks.

Size: 7.5 x 9 x 10 cm

PE635

Pelix
/// Cloth and Sponge Holder
There's a rare bird sitting on the edge of the sink! 
It can hold a wet cloth for drying and cup a soapy sponge, all at once with ease. 
A strong suction cup will make it stay put, but also allow it to pivot while not in use, 
making your cleaning tasks fly by, and keeping your kitchen neat and tidy.

Design by Gil Cohen for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 25.5 x 4.5 x 9 cm

PE485

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER



BEST
SELLER

Brain Drain
/// Sponge Holder
You don’t need to be a brainiac to use this sponge 
holder. Whether in the shower or in the kitchen - 
Brain Drain will keep your sponge in mind. Make 
sure to do a good job cleaning, it’s watching you!

Design by Ohad Chiya for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 10 x 11.5 x 3 cm

PE577

Soap Opera
/// Dish Scurbber Holder
Our diva won’t do the dishes for you, but she sure 
wants to help! This lovely little bath singer will hold 
your scrubber. No need to go to a hair salon – you can 
change her style by switching to a different scrubber. 
So don’t be shy, hum along!

Design by Gil Cohen for PELEG DESIGN 

Size: 11 x 8.5 x 6 cm

PE574

Mr. Sponge
/// Sponge Holder
After a long day of cleaning and scrubbing, your hard-
working sponge gets his moment to chill and dry out as 
Mr. Sponge's bow tie. Attach him to your kitchen tiles or 
even inside your sink to get the perfect drainage.

Size: 4 x 13 x 8.5 cm

PE900



Beerdy
/// Magnetic Bottle Opener
They say dog is man's best friend, but can a dog open a beer for you and then 
patiently wait on the cap of the next one? No, we didn't think so. Beerdy, your 
beer-buddy, will always be happy to open another beer for you. And another. 
And another. And another… 

Size: 10.5 x 4.9 x 1.7 cm

PE580

Barney
/// Pourer & Stopper
Pull a rabbit out of the hat and turn every drink to a fest! Become a 
professional bartender with this fancy rabbit pourer which aerates 
wine while pouring it, or just easily pour spirits into two shot glasses 
at once. Cheers!

Design by Ohad Chiya for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 9 X Ø4.1 cm

PE610

watch video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWMEHf1ZPug


BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER

Lasso
/// Wine Bottle Holder
Just like his older brother the Chain, this easy-to-
be-mistaken as soft rope can also grab a bottle by 
its neck and magically lift it up in midair. 

Size: 29.5 x 19 x 18.5 cm

PE371

Chain
/// Wine Bottle Holder
Look, no hands! You don’t have to drink a lot of wine to 
see flying bottles. Just take a look at this chrome plated 
iron chain, which uses the principle of balance to create a 
mysterious and thrilling floating illusion.

Size: 22 x 14 x 18 cm

PE621



BEST
SELLER

Magnetic Vase
/// Set of 5 Aluminum Vases
Tall, thin and elegant, this set of 5 magnetic vases will bring a breathtaking effect to 
your dinner table. The vases are fixed by 5 bases which are hidden underneath the 
tablecloth. Suitable for both real & artificial flowers. 

Size: 1.5 x 1.5 x 24 cm

    PE543       PE545

Bloom
/// Napkin Holders (set of 4)
Surprise your guests with a blooming dinner table!
Simply grab any napkin, fold it in half, and give Bloom a quick twist- 
it will turn your napkin into its petals. No matter what the season is, bloom is a 
never-ending spring at your fingertips.

Designed in collaboration with Yam Amir, HIT

Size: 20 x 5.5 x 3.5 cm each

PE590

BEST
SELLER

watch video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gske9vQ04w


Invisivase
/// Minimalistic Vase Creator
Turn any cup or bowl into a smart, elegant vase. 
With its strong suction cup and minimalistic shape, Invisivase will create
a fabulous bouquet, revealing the flowers in their full glory. 
All you need is a glass or ceramic dish, flowers and water, and Invisivase 
will do the rest!

Size: 7.8 x 7.8 x 21.3 cm

PE496
2. Press down the suction cup 
all the way in to the glass

1. Screw counter clockwise 
to open about 1 cm

3. Turn the pole clockwise 
until fully tightened

4. Check if the vase is 
attached firmly

5. Place flowers inside the ring and fill with water

watch video

http://peleg-design.com/QR_codes/invisivaseqr.php


Seed Guard
/// Seed Growing Device
Trying to grow your own seed? Help is on the way! Stick the seed right in the 
middle of the lifebuoy and let it float away in a jar full of water. Plants ahoy!

Design by Scratch Design for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 9.5 x 9.5 x 2 cm

PE565

Leaflow
/// Pot Watering Funnel
Don't worry about drips and splashes all over the balcony ever again. This hidden funnel 
may look like a leaf, but it does the trick: just pour water on it, and it will flow directly into the 
plant's thirsty roots, without waste or mess. Set of 3 leaves

Designed in collaboration with Lital Albeldas

Size: 17.2 x 7.7 x 8.9 cm

PE465

BEST
SELLER



Leafers
/// Herb Snips
Need to add some spice in your life? These fresh looking scissors will cut your herbs 

straight from the planter. When not in use,
it will easily blend in when you stick it in the ground!

Design by Ohad Chiya for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 14.5 x 5 x 1.2 cm

PE585

Florino
/// Friendly Vase
This sweet little vase is quite a character! With his flexible 

arms and legs you can place him in whatever position you 
like. Just fill him up with water, add some flowers, and he 
will brighten any room or office.

Design by PELEG DESIGN. Concept by Maya Sarfati

Size: 19 x 13.5 x 10.5 cm

    PE555       PE556       PE557 

BEST
SELLER



Reflectrays
/// 3 Adhesive Jewelry Trays
Need a place to rest your cherished treasures? Take your jewelry storage to new heights!
This set of 3 jewelry trays are crafted in a sleek, half-circle shape and attach to the mirror with a strong adhesive tape, 
looking like they’re floating in midair! In three classic shades of grey, Reflectrays will look amazing on any mirror – in 
the bathroom, above your dressing table or even in the foyer.
Set of 3 trays

Size: 11 x 5.5 x 3 cm each

PE505



Wing Bling
/// Jewelry Stand
Do you feel it? There’s something in the air… Oh wait, it’s jewelry! 
With the help of two little birdies, this mystical rope turns into a hovering 
jewelry stand that will add a magic touch to your dresser or shelf. 

Size: 28 x 8 x 18 cm

PE475



ClampTape
/// Tape Dispenser
This tape dispenser is a game-changer. 

The clamp tape grips to fit a wide range of tables and shelves, wherever you are sticking, the clamp tape can grip nearby! 

As the clamp tape doesn’t slide around, you can dispense the right amount of tape with one hand – that will certainly make 

fiddly tasks like wrapping presents easier!

Design by Studio Scratch for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 14.5 x 6.6 x 3.5 cm

PE518



Bookstairs
/// Pair of Bookends
This stairway will lead you to the magical land that 
dwells inside your books.
Bookstairs is a 2 piece set of metal bookends that are 
built for style and durability, and will add a touch of 
whimsy to your bookshelf.
Open the door to a new adventure!

Size: Large: 12.1 x 11.5 x 15.1 cm Small: 8 x 8 x 8 cm

PE499

Pendy
/// Monitor Stationery Tray
Give your pens a place to rest!
They say there’s a space for everything, and this tray is definitely the 
ultimate way to keep your desk organized. This handy little shelf slots 
seamlessly at the bottom of your computer monitor, so your favorite 
stationery is always ready to go. Easily attached with a strong adhesive 
tape, and just like that, your precious pens have a home!

Design by Bar Davidoich for PELEG DESIGN .

Size: 17 x 5.2 x 1 cm

    PE501     PE502     PE503



Clipic
/// Picture Clip Frame
Framing your photos has never been easier! 
Choosing just one good photo can be hard, so simply 
clip in two, one on each side. When you want to 
change, you can do it at a fast clip!

Designed in collaboration with Igor Vig 

Size:  20 x 11.2 x 4.5 cm

    PE470       PE471       PE472 

La Fontana
/// Jewelry & Valet Tray
You can throw a penny in the fountain and 
make a wish, but if you wish to be tidier - then 
throw your keys, change or even jewelry in it, 
and your wish will come true!

Designed in collaboration with Rimon Simhony

Size: 16.3 x 16.3 x 11.8 cm

PE468

Impossible Bottle
/// A Unique Display for Your Most Special Things
It’s hard to squeeze a ship into a bottle, but now it’s easy to squeeze in 
anything else. Simply insert your favorite piece of memorabilia through 
the bottom lid, either standing or lying on its side.
The result is no less than magical.

Size: 25.5 x 10.5 x 11 cm

PE862

watch video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4j6TtRfEz54


Splunger
/// Shower Splash Clips
Make peace with your shower curtain!
These useful little vacuum clips will keep your shower 
curtain closed and prevent the curtain from clinging to 
your body while taking a shower. 

Design by PELEG DESIGN, Concept by Iris Ben-Yair

Size: 3.4 x 3.4 x 6.4 cm each

PE571

Mr. Razor
/// Razor Holder
This elegant gentleman will keep your razor where it 
belongs - on a fine mustache. He will easily stick to your 
tiles or mirror and keep your razor clean and safe.

Design by Royal-T for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 8.3 x 8.7 x 5.8 cm

PE615

Jumbo Jr.
/// Faucet Fountain
An elephant never forgets… to help kids reach the tap! 
This young elephant just loves water. When holding 
him under the tap he will redirect the stream closer to 
the kids and make it much easier for them to reach it 
while they brush their teeth.

Design by Ori Niv with PELEG DESIGN

Size: 7.8 x 10 x 5.5 cm

PE619

BEST
SELLER

Trunky Dory
/// Shower Head Holder
This is what we call FUNctional. Trunky Dory is here to make 
kid's bath time easy and fun!
This friendly elephant will easily stick to your bathtub
or tiles and hold the shower head within reach,
keeping your hands free to hold and wash your child.

Design by Gil Cohen for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 14 x 10 x 8 cm

PE658

Suitable for standard shower heads

/// AWARD ///

watch video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F1nPV2pVawI


Clipbulb
/// Binder Clip & Pen Holder
This binder clip and pen holder will bind all your good 
ideas together in one place, complete with a handy pen. 
No doubt this is the brightest binder clip you’ll ever have!

Design by Studio Scratch for PELEG DESIGN .

Size: 6 x 4 x 1.5 cm

PE665

Dustache
/// Dustpan & Brush Set
Need a personal assistant to help you clean up small messes? 
Dustache the brush is reporting for duty. 
He is handy, tidy and doesn’t mind getting crumbs in his 
moustache-that’s his job after all.

Size: 20.5 x 16.5 x 4.2 cm

PE490



/// AWARD ///

Rose Gold

Clippen
/// Pencil Clip
This is not an ordinary paper clip, it's Clippen!
It holds your pencil close to your notebook, so you won't have to look for it when a new 
idea pops into your mind. It's simple and elegant - exactly the bling your stationary needs! 

Design by Studio Scratch for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 7.2 x 1.9 x 1 cm

    PE645       PE646



Clippen Bird
/// Pencil Clip
A little bird told me that your notebook and pencil are inseparable! 

It holds your pencil close to your notebook, so you won't have to look for it 
when a new idea pops into your mind. It's simple and elegant - exactly the 
bling your stationery needs!

Design by Studio Scratch for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 7 x 3 x 1 cm

PE644

Clippen Elephant
/// Pencil Clip
An elephant never forgets, but this one has a pencil to write things down, just in 
case. It holds your pencil close to your notebook, so you won't have to look for it 
when a new idea pops into your mind. It's simple and elegant - exactly the bling 
your stationery needs!

Design by Studio Scratch for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 7.5 x 5 x 1 cm

PE643



PenPOW
/// Pencil Slingshot
This innocent looking pencil clip is in fact your secret 
weapon against boredom. Launch paper bombs at any 
target with this pocket catapult. Bullseye!
Pack of 2 units.

Design by Meytal Zah for PELEG DESIGN

Size: 5.7 x 0.8 x 1 cm

PE604

Penball
/// Football Erasers
They can run, they can jump, they can kick, but watch out, 
for they can totally erase you out of the game! A red and 
blue football eraser duo, that makes writing, erasing and 
rewriting a playful task. May the best eraser win!

Size: 7 x 2 x 1.5 cm

PE917

Key Pete
/// The Magnetic Man
Looking for your keys again? Ask Pete! Superstrong 
and stylish, attach magnetic Pete to any metallic 
surface and he will happily hold your keys. 
Although he looks small, he can hold up to 30 keys!

Size: 6 x 8 x 7 cm

    PE302       PE674 

Watch It
/// Blindspot Mirror
Do you sometimes wish you had eyes in the back of your head?
This mini mirror is just for you!
It can clip almost anywhere to help you see what's going 
on behind you. Whether you need to see if your boss is 
coming, or watch your baby in the backseat of the car – 
Watch It will make all your blind spots visible again.

Size: 12.5 x 7.5 x 2.5 cm

PE640



Hippomark
/// Hippo Bookmark
He gracefully swims through pages, and elegantly 
emerges from the plot… This Hippo bookmark will 
tell you exactly where the story stopped.

Size: 10 x 5 x 2 cm

PE450

Crocomark
/// Crocodile Bookmark
Look out! Deep between the pages lays Crocomark. 

This crocodile shaped bookmark will silently wait 
for the right moment to draw you back into the story.

Size: 12.5 x 1.5 x 4 cm

PE452

Zipmark
/// Zipper Bookmark
Unzip your book at the right page. This playful 
and colorful bookmark, designed as a zipper, will 
tell you exactly where you should read on.

Size: 10 x 13 x 1 cm

    PE444       PE445       PE446

BEST
SELLER

Crocobite
/// Pocket Puncher
Keep all your documents neatly filed with this hole 
punching crocodile. Don’t worry, it won’t bite you, it only 
wants to punch holes in your papers. Fold a paper in half, 
click once and you’re done.

Design by PELEG DESIGN, Concept by Peer Meller

Size: 7 x 1.8 x 2.2 cm
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Lightmark
/// Reading Lamp Bookmark
Shed light on your last read page! 
A lamp shaped bookmark will give your 
books a bright and enlightening look.

Size: 11 x 4.5 x 2 cm
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